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Over the past 40þ years, III-V materials have been intensively studied for avalanche photodetectors, driven by applications including optical communications, imaging, quantum information processing, and autonomous vehicle navigation. Unfortunately, impact ionization is a stochastic process
that introduces noise, thereby limiting sensitivity and achievable bandwidths, leading to intense
effort to mitigate this noise through the identification of different materials and device structures.
Exploration of these materials has seen limited success as it has proceeded in a largely ad hoc fashion due to little consensus regarding which fundamental properties are important. Here, we report
an exciting step toward deterministic design of low-noise avalanche photodetector materials by
alternating the composition at the monolayer scale; this represents a dramatic departure from previous approaches, which have concentrated on either unconventional compounds/alloys or nanoscale
band-engineering. In particular, we demonstrate how to substantially improve upon the noise characteristics of the current state-of-the art telecom avalanche multipliers, In0.52Al0.48As grown on InP
substrates, by growing the structure as a strain-balanced digital alloy of InAs and AlAs layers, each
only a few atomic layers thick. The effective k-factor, which has historically been considered a fundamental material property, was reduced by 6–7 from k ¼ 0.2 for bulk In0.52Al0.48As to k ¼ 0.05
by using the digital alloy technique. We also demonstrate that these “digital alloys” can significantly extend the photodetector cutoff wavelength well beyond those of their random alloy counterparts. Published by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5040592
Avalanche photodiodes (APDs)1 have been utilized for
a wide range of commercial, military, and research applications.2–6 The primary advantage of APDs relative to other
photodetectors is their internal gain originating from impact
ionization, which can provide higher sensitivity. However,
gain is concomitant with noise. For the APDs, this noise
arises from the stochastic nature of impact ionization.
Photogenerated carriers injected into the high-electric-field
multiplication region initiate a series of sequential ionization
events, the number of which dictates the gain. Since impact
ionization is not deterministic, there is a distribution of gain
values. These gain fluctuations are a source of noise that is
characterized by a figure of merit referred to as the excess
noise factor, F(M).7–9 The mean-squared shot-noise current
can be expressed as7
2 
ishot ¼ 2qðIph þ Idark ÞM2 FðMÞDf ;
(1)
where Iph and Idark are the primary photocurrent and dark
current, respectively, M is the average avalanche gain, and
Df is the bandwidth. In the local field model,7 the excess
noise factor is given by
a)
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FðMÞ ¼ kM þ ð1  kÞð2  1=MÞ;

(2)

where k ¼ a/b, the ratio of the electron, a, and hole, b, ionization coefficients for the case of pure electron injection.
The excess noise factor increases with increasing gain but
increases more slowly for lower values of k. It follows that
higher receiver sensitivities are achieved with lower k values. Much of the research on improving materials and structures for APDs has been directed at reducing the excess
noise factor. One approach has been to identify materials
with advantageous impact ionization characteristics such as
Si,10–13 Hg0.7Cd0.3Te,14,15 or InAs.16–20 While these materials have excellent noise characteristics, there are wide spectral regimes that are not covered, and HgCdTe and InAs
exhibit high dark current at room temperature due to their
small bandgaps. Another approach to achieving low noise is
introducing appropriately designed quantum wells and/or
heterojunctions,21,22 an approach known as impact ionization
engineering (I2E) with appropriately designed heterostructures.23–31 This approach relies on the differences in threshold energies for impact ionization between adjacent widebandgap and narrow-bandgap materials. Initial work that
demonstrated the efficacy of this approach used the GaAs/
AlxGa1-xAs material system.24–29 Previously, low excess
noise has been achieved by designing thinner multiplication
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regions to take advantage of non-local effects and using random alloy (RA) InAlAs multiplication layers.32,33 Using this
approach, Nada et al. have reported InAlAs/InGaAs APDs,
for which the k value was limited to 0.2.34 While this has
been an improvement on current technology, there needs to
be a significant improvement in k to compete with Si and
Ge/Si APDs. Duan et al. utilized the I2E approach in an
MBE-grown InGaAlAs I2E separate absorption, charge, and
multiplication (SACM) APD31 and reported an excess noise
equivalent to a k value of 0.12. An enhancement of this
approach is to cascade multiple I2E multiplication cells, all operated at relatively low gain.35–37 Proper design of the connection
between two adjacent multiplication cells can significantly
enhance impact ionization of the carrier type with a higher ionization rate and suppress impact ionization of the carrier with a
lower ionization rate.38 Ferraro et al. have reported a three-stage
tandem I2E APD with the InAlAs/InGaAlAs impact-ionizationengineered multiplication region which achieved k ¼ 0.05 at
M ¼ 10 and k ¼ 0.1 at M ¼ 20.39 While these structures have
achieved low excess noise, their epitaxial layer structure is very
complex, e.g., the structure in Ref. 39 consisted of 21 epitaxial
layers, 15 of which required very precise control of doping and
thickness. Recently, our group achieved very low noise, k 
0.01–0.05, with the AlxIn1-xAsySb1-y (x ¼ 0.7, 0.6, and 0.5)
APD grown lattice matched to GaSb by MBE as digital alloys
(DAs).40,41 The fact that AlxIn1-xAsySb1-y is a direct bandgap
material under 76% Al means that it could also achieve higher
speed operation than indirect bandgap materials in the mid- to
near-infrared. A question regarding these APDs is whether
AlxIn1-xAsySb1-y is inherently a low-noise material such as Si,
HgCdTe, and InAs or the result of digital alloy growth.
Unfortunately, random alloys of the AlxIn1-xAsySb1-y phase segregate, so it is difficult to compare random and digital alloys of
this material. In this paper, we compare the random alloy
In0.52Al0.48As (referred to in the following as InAlAs) and
In0.53Ga0.47As (referred to in the following as InGaAs) latticematched to InP, both of which have been widely used as the
multiplication region in high-performance telecommunication1,32,34,42 APDs, with InAlAs and InGaAs grown as strainbalanced digital alloys of InAs/AlAs and InAs/GaAs, respectively. We demonstrate that the digital alloy growth significantly
improves the noise characteristics of only InAlAs, relative to the
random alloy, and extends the cutoff wavelength in both material systems. This work demonstrates the potential to reduce the
noise and extend the operating wavelength, likely leading to an
improvement of the gain-bandwidth product, of existing materials via the digital alloy growth method. Supporting experiments
seek to clarify the origin of the noise enhancement.
Recent advances in crystal growth techniques have enabled
device tailoring on the atomic scale. Specifically, the increased
understanding of surfactant mediated growth, the effect of
growth temperature, and the ability to control material deposition on the sub-monolayer scale have allowed for high-quality
digital alloy growth.43–45 These advances suggest the potential
for deterministically designing APD materials on the few atom
scale, the results of which will be discussed later in this paper.
Samples were grown by molecular beam epitaxy on ntype (100) InP substrates. The substrate temperature was
held at 420  C as determined using a pyrometer (k-Space
BandiT), the In, Ga, and Al fluxes were adjusted so that the
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growth rate of each binary on InP and GaAs was 0.7 ML/s,
and the As valve was adjusted so that the As2/In beamequivalent pressure (BEP) ratio was 5 and the flux ratio was
1.1. For the digital alloy period, we chose a nominal thickness of 6–10 monolayers (ML) or 1.7–2.9 nm, which was a
compromise between being sufficiently thin that the electron
and hole wave functions would overlap multiple periods and
sufficiently thick that shutter transient effects would be adequately small. Coherent growth and well-defined superlattice
fringes were evident in X-ray diffraction (XRD) reciprocal
space mapping. The smooth and well-defined interfaces
observed by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) shown
in Fig. 1(a) suggest excellent control over the digital alloy
growth, with no visible defects over the imaged area. A representative TEM scan for InAlAs digital alloys is shown in Fig.
1(b). Atomic force microscopy (AFM) studies confirmed the
excellent material morphology, with a low root mean squared
(RMS) roughness of 0.25 nm over a scan area of 2 lm2.
Avalanche photodiodes with 200 nm digital alloy p-type
regions and 600 nm digital alloy multiplication regions, thick
enough to avoid dead space effects,46 were fabricated into circular mesas with standard photolithography and chemically

FIG. 1. (a) Bright-field TEM image under g ¼ (002) (left) and g ¼ (220)
(right) two-beam conditions shows no evidence of extended defects in either
a 6 monolayer (ML) or 8 ML InAlAs digital alloy. The scale bar is 10 nm.
(b) (224) reciprocal space map for a 300 nm-thick 8 ML period InAlAs digital alloy. The inset shows the 2D intensity map.
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etched with H3PO4:H2O2:H2O (1:1:10). A window region in
the top InGaAs layer was formed using an AZ 300 MIF photoresist developer. As shown previously,40 sidewall passivation
was achieved using a common photoresist, SU-8. Finally, titanium/gold contacts were deposited using e-beam evaporation.
Excess noise measurements, shown in Figs. 2(a)–2(c), were
extracted from photocurrent measured with an HP 8970 noise
figure meter and a 543-nm He-Ne CW laser. The solid lines
correspond to k-values from 0 to 0.5 using the local-field
model.7 The measured excess noise of the InGaAs [Fig. 2(a)]
and AlGaAs [Fig. 2(b)] digital alloy APDs did not differ significantly from their random alloy counterparts.47,48 However, we
observed a significant decrease in excess noise in the InAlAs
[Fig. 2(c)] digital alloy compared with both accepted literature
and experimental values of k  0.2. The InAlAs digital alloys
in this work exhibit a k value of 0.03, nearly as low as stateof-the-art Si APDs.10–13 As the APDs shown below all had relatively thick multiplication regions (600 nm), we believe that
the measured k-values are representative of the bulk ionization
properties of 6 and 8 monolayer period InAlAs digital alloys.
Several possible effects could explain the observed noise
reduction. First, digital alloys could be viewed as simply a
highly scaled version of the MQW APDs where the impact
ionization threshold is modulated with the composition.21,22
This is similar to Capasso’s staircase APD49,50 in which an
electron can gain a large amount of energy when moving from
a large bandgap material to a small bandgap material, allowing
for deterministic impact ionization. This view would suggest
that key parameters would be (1) a large conduction band

FIG. 2. (a) Excess noise factor vs. multiplication for both random and digital
alloys of InGaAs47 and (b) AlGaAs showing no difference in excess noise
factors. (c) Excess noise factor vs. multiplication of InAlAs48 alloys, exhibiting a significant decrease in the excess noise factor for digital alloys compared with random alloys from both the experiment and the literature. Band
alignments for 2 periods of an (d) InGaAs digital alloy, (e) an AlGaAs digital alloy, and (f) an InAlAs digital alloy, accounting for strain, are shown.52
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offset, relative to the bandgap, to enhance electron-related
impact ionization and potentially (2) an indirect-direct bandgap
transition between the constituent materials to enhance scattering and initiate impact ionization. The need for both of these
factors in designing a low-noise APD could explain why both
InGaAs [Fig. 2(d)] and AlGaAs [Fig. 2(e)] digital alloy based
APDs do not show significantly lower excess noise, while
InAlAs [Fig. 2(f)] digital alloy based APDs do.
A second explanation could be that superlattice band
effects51 might disproportionately suppress b because of narrower minibands with a higher radius of curvature dispersion
due to the comparatively larger effective mass. This would
suggest that larger valence band offsets and larger hole masses
would be beneficial in material selection. This is consistent
with the noise results of InGaAs and InAlAs digital alloys
shown in Fig. 2; however, as shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), the
digital alloy band structure for both electrons and holes, calculated with tight-binding, is significantly distorted in the case
of InAlAs but not in InGaAs, making it difficult to draw firm
conclusions. Insights into a and b can be drawn by fitting52
(
M¼

1

ðW

ðx
aexp½

0

)1
0

ða  bÞdx dx

;

(3)

0

where k ¼ b/a ¼ 0.03 for the digital alloys and k ¼ 0.21 for the
random alloys, obtained from excess noise measurements. These
fits support the role of modified valence band transport, given
the significant suppression of b and only modest suppression of
a as seen in Fig. 3(c), consistent with band structure calculations.
To further examine the second hypothesis, two 70% Al
quaternary AlInAsSb digital alloy APDs were grown on
GaSb in the manner of Ref. 53. One was nominally identical
to that reported in Ref. 40, while the other was modified by
combining the AlSb/AlAs/AlSb portion of the digital alloy
into a single ternary layer of AlAs0.10Sb0.90, with an identical
average composition. Comparing the band diagrams in Figs.

FIG. 3. Difference between random (RA) and digital alloy (DA) band structures of (a) InGaAs and (b) InAlAs, calculated with tight-binding. (c)
Electron and hole impact ionization coefficients for InAlAs digital and random alloys, extracted from gain curves, suggesting that the suppression of
hole impact ionization causes the reduction in excess noise.
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FIG. 5. (a) InAlAs and (b) InGaAs digital alloys exhibiting cutoff wavelength extension with the increasing period thickness.

FIG. 4. Band alignments for 2 periods of the (a) original 70% Al quaternary
AlInAsSb digital alloy and (b) modified AlAs0.1Sb0.9 70% Al quaternary
AlInAsSb digital alloy. (c) Excess noise factor vs. multiplication for both
the original (blue symbols) and modified (pink symbols) 70% Al quaternary
AlInAsSb APDs, showing no discernable difference.

4(a) and 4(b), it is found that this modification eliminates the
largest portion of the valence band offset due to the asymmetric bowing between the conduction band and valence
band edges in this alloy, which should greatly reduce miniband formation and modification to the hole transport.54
Since low-noise, with k < 0.08, was observed for both
compositions [Fig. 4(c)], this suggests that valence band
engineering may not be the dominant source of noise reduction in digital alloy APDs. We note, however, that modulation of the effective mass between binary layers can also
induce miniband formation, even without a band

discontinuity between the layers. This effect is shown in the
supplementary material, along with a summary table of
effective k-values, using the Kronig-Penney model,55 and
future studies will examine whether it is sufficient to explain
the reduction in b observed in Fig. 3(c).
The digital alloy growth method also enables extension
of the cutoff wavelength, as compared to their random alloy
analogs. As shown in Fig. 5, the cutoff wavelength increased
with the increasing period thickness, for both InGaAs and
InAlAs, consistent with the effective bandgap calculated for
InAlAs and InGaAs digital alloys shown in the supplementary material. This is particularly useful in the case of
InGaAs as it allows for wavelength tuning of devices by simply adjusting the period thickness, whereas traditional
approaches to extending the cutoff wavelength require metamorphic growth, resulting in extended defects that severely
degrade the device dark current. By digital alloying the
InAlAs material system, the cutoff wavelength was extended
from approximately 900 nm to 1100 nm with an 8 ML period
digital alloy [Fig. 5(a)]. Similarly, the InGaAs cutoff wavelength increased from 1700 nm to greater than 1900 nm
with a 10 ML period [Fig. 5(b)]. It is likely that the InGaAs
cutoff wavelength can be extended further into the nearinfrared by increasing the period thickness via surfactantmediated growth. The external quantum efficiencies of the
digital alloys in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) can be enhanced through
increased absorber layer thickness and the application of
antireflection coatings. The “conventional” trace in Fig. 5(b)
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is a commercial detector which has been optimized, leading
to higher external quantum efficiency (EQE).
Despite significant research, short period superlattice
detectors have not proven to be significantly more sensitive
than their random alloy counterparts due to the requirements
necessary to produce low noise in these devices. Here, we
have demonstrated that by digitally alloying InAlAs, a workhorse of fiber telecom APDs, we can improve the impact
ionization characteristics well beyond the state-of-the-art
(k-factor reduced by 6–7), which has historically been considered a fundamental material property. The large reduction
in the k-factor will lead to higher sensitivities and achievable
bandwidths. Combining InGaAs digital alloy absorbers with
InAlAs digital alloy multipliers has the potential to achieve
longer cutoff wavelengths and greater receiver sensitivities
than are currently achievable on InP. More broadly, the digital alloying technique promises an innovative alternative to
traditional APDs designed for detection across the visible
and near-infrared wavelengths.
See supplementary material for a representative atomic
force microscopy image of InAlAs digital alloys, along with
various InAlAs APD device parameters, all showing the consistent and reproducible device quality we can achieve. It also
includes calculated band structures of InAlAs and InGaAs
digital alloys and Kronig-Penny calculations showing the
emergence of bandgaps with mismatched effective masses.
This work was supported by the Army Research Office
(W911NF-17-1-0065) and DARPA (GG11972.153060), as
well as a University of Texas Temple Foundation Fellowship.
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